Qlik Dashboards & Stories – One Day Course Agenda
Overview

This introductory course covers connecting to and extracting data, transforming the data, creating
powerful reports and dashboards in Qlik and publishing the results. The hands-on session is focused
on report consumers and report developers and allows for attendees to learn; functionality and
appearance, interactivity and navigation, data acquisition modes, creating an app, creating a
dashboard, shared workspaces and more.
The course combines demonstrations and exercises to teach the essential concepts in Qlik and how
to build effective visualisations.

Learning Outcomes
At the end of this course delegates will have gained the following knowledge and capabilities:


Understand Qlik Sense and its functions



Bring Data into Qlik and perform necessary cleaning and transformations



Effectively navigate the Qlik Visualisation Canvas



Select and implement best practice data visualisations



Discuss concepts of data visualisation and how they are implemented in Qlik



Facilitate data stories by configuring visualisation interactions, custom tooltips and drill
throughs



Use advanced data visualisation techniques effectively



Publish and share reports and dashboards



Perform advanced analysis in Qlik
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#

Topic

1.

Introduction to Qlik
 Getting started with Qlik
 Importing data
 Opening the application
 Filtering data
 Interacting with data

2.

Visualisations
 Creating sheets
 Understanding the insights board and edit mode
 Creating master items and KPIs
 Adding alternative measures/dimensions
 Creating maps

3.

Connecting and Loading Data
 Creating a new Qlik Sense application
 Loading data
 Adding additional data and data sources
 Viewing and validating data models

4.

Data Storytelling Using Qlik
 Learn to share insights with Qlik Sense storytelling
 Sharing insights

5.

Publishing and Sharing Your Reports
 Publishing your report
 Refreshing your report data
 Sharing your report
 Creating ‘dashboards’ and ‘apps’

6.

Summary and Close
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